new

Agility Jump & Training Banners

from
inc VAT

£99

Fixed treated wooden pole of
optimised diameter and
weight to grip and firmly hold
banner at full height AND
when rolled down to medium
and small jump heights.

Printed Full
colour with UV
resistant inks on
tough vinyl for
outdoor use

Double sewn pole
sleeve at bottom to hold
your own pole which
anchors the banner.

Strategically
placed integral
tensioner that
does not interfere
with the banners
ability to collapse
when knocked.

A to Zooom presents Agility Jump and Training Banners, new from
Equitility - a great addition to your agility kit. Size: 1250mm wide
banner fixed to a 1380mm long top pole.
•Simulate a solid wall for a fraction of the cost of a normal wall!
•Designed to work at all jump heights, fast and easy to adjust,
simply roll up or down
•Easy to store and transport
•Tough and tear resistant, UV and weather resistant,
for outdoor use all year round
•Can also be rolled out on the floor to practice surface change

“An affordable way
to train over a solid fence something which many
dogs and handlers only
meet in the ring. A brilliant
addition to anybody’s kit really easy to use - even in
mixed height classes”

Ann Dormer ACAI
A to Zooom

•Developed in conjunction with experienced competition
agility trainers
Use the A to Zooom
A to Zooom
Available as:
discount price discount code
‘zooom2010’ when
Double sided brick wall
£99 £94
ordering either by phone
Brick wall one side and custom printed
or online and receive a
on reverse eg your club logo
£125 £120
£5 discount on all agility
products.
Custom printed with the same design both sides £125 £120
Custom printed with a different design both sides £135 £130
Plus P&P £15 (UK mainland) - all prices include VAT

Buy online at www.agilitybanners.com or call 01442 822064

